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Introduction

The Port of Seattle (Port) completed the Terminal 117 (T-117) Time-Critical Removal Action (TCRA) field
activities in November 2006. The site location map is shown on Figure 1. The 2006 TCRA field activities were
documented in the completion report titled Time-Critical Removal Action Final Report, Terminal 117, Seattle,
Washington, dated March 26, 2007, prepared by AECOM.
The T-117 Operations and Maintenance Plan (O&M) & Post-Removal Site Control Plan, dated January 22,
2007, was approved by the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) on March 9, 2007. The T-117 O&M
Plan provides plans and procedures for ensuring the TCRA actions remain effective until more permanent
measures are in place. The post-removal site control features are depicted on Figure 2. This report has been
prepared in accordance with the requirements specified in the T-117 TCRA O&M Plan. Specifically, this
semiannual report meets the routine report requirements described in Section 7.1 of the O&M Plan.
Prior to this report, the following semiannual O&M reports have been submitted to EPA:
•

1st Semiannual (Oct 2006 – Jun 2007) O&M Report: The report documented the O&M
activities from October 2006 to June 2007. The report was submitted to EPA on July 31, 2007,
and was approved on March 10, 2008.

•

2nd Semiannual (Jul – Dec 2007) O&M Report: The report documented the O&M activities
performed between July and December 2007. The report was approved by EPA on April 21,
2008.

•

3rd Semiannual (Jan – Jun 2008) O&M Report: The report documented the O&M activities
performed between January and June 2008. The report was approved by EPA on September
23, 2008.

•

4th Semiannual (July – December 2008) O&M Report: The report documented the O&M
activities performed between July and December 2008. The report was approved by EPA on
March 16, 2009.

•

5th Semiannual (January – June 2009) O&M Report: The report documented the O&M
activities performed between January and June 2009. The report was approved by EPA on
August 11, 2009.

•

6th Semiannual (July – December 2009) O&M Report: The report documented the O&M
activities performed between July and December 2009. The report was approved by EPA on
April 30, 2010.

The following paragraphs describe the implementation of the approved O&M Plan and Site Control Plan.
Documents relating to the site controls and O&M activities during the reporting period are provided in
appendices to this report.
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Site Control Implementation and Inspection

In accordance with the TCRA O&M Plan, several site control measures, e.g., warning signs, painted warning
stripes, etc., were installed by Port Construction Services (PCS) after the TCRA field activities were completed
during the 1st semiannual reporting period. Additional site control measures and action items identified during
the 2nd semiannual reporting period were conducted during the 3rd semiannual reporting period. Other minor
modifications associated with the site controls are documented in the previous semiannual reports.
AECOM conducted the 7th semiannual O&M inspection with Sealaska on June 29, 2010 and the findings are
documented in the Site Inspection Log (included in Appendix A). Photographs of the site conditions taken by
AECOM during the June 29, 2010 site inspection are also shown in the inspection log in Appendix A. Figure 3
shows the approximate locations where the photographs were taken.
It should be noted that the Port has selected Sealaska Environmental Services, LLC (Sealaska) as the new
environmental consultant to perform the TCRA O&M work. Sealaska will replace AECOM and assume the
responsibility of routine TCRA O&M site inspections and reporting to EPA beginning August 2010. The
updated site contacts information including Sealaska personnel is provided in this report.
Site control actions implemented are summarized below and organized by the respective sections of the T-117
TCRA O&M Plan.

2.1

Site Contacts

The site contacts list is presented in Appendix B and includes project responsibility, phone number, and
mailing address contact information. Since the issuance of the 6th semiannual O&M report, changes to the site
contact list have been made.
•

2.2

As indicated earlier in this section, AECOM’s TCRA O&M responsibilities will be transferred Sealaska
beginning August 2010. The site contacts list has been updated in Appendix B accordingly.

Property Access

The T-117 property is currently fenced with warning signs posted on the perimeter fencing (see Figure 2). Two
northern and one southern chain link gates are locked with no public access to the property. The property
access is currently managed by the Port property management.
The following actions related to property access were presented in the TCRA O&M Plan. Implementation of
these items was completed during the first semiannual reporting period. Any changes in conditions related to
the site controls during the 7th semiannual reporting period are discussed below:
•

Access to the T-117 property will be restricted to authorized personnel only.
No unauthorized personnel were permitted to access the T-117 property. Access is restricted by
a chain link fence and locked gates. Based on observations on the T-117 upland property during
this reporting period and on June 29, 2010, there was no apparent evidence of unauthorized
personnel accessing the T-117 property from the Duwamish Waterway side of the property.

•

Access to the property will be limited to the South Gate during business hours, i.e., 8
A.M. to 5 P.M., Monday through Friday. Routine access is limited to Port-authorized
personnel and the tenant and its associated business activities. It is not intended for
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public access. Warning signs, such as “Authorized Personnel Only,” will be posted at all
gate entrances to the property.
The South Building tenant has been vacated since February 28, 2007. Since then, the T-117
property has been fenced with all the entrance gates locked. Warning signs have been installed
by the Port at all gate entrances to the property and are inspected during each semiannual site
inspection. Access to the T-117 property has been coordinated through AECOM and all field
activities occurred during this reporting period were documented in the monthly progress
reports. Photos taken during the June 29, 2010 inspection showed the conditions of the south
gate and warning signs (Appendix A).
•

Two northern chain link gates will be locked at all times except when O&M activities are
being performed, or when other Port-authorized personnel are on-site.
The gates remained locked at all times and were opened only during the O&M activities and site
inspections conducted by the Port-authorized personnel.

•

“No Trespassing” signs will be posted on the perimeter chain link fence. Port contact
information will be provided in the signage posted on the fence for inquiry.
The warning signs were initially installed by the Port on all three chain link entrance gates on
April 9, 2007. Port contact information, including name and telephone number, was provided in
all the signage posted on the fence for inquiry. The Port updated the warning signs with the Port
of Seattle’s Project Coordinator’s new telephone number in February 2010.

•

In the event that the Port’s contractors or other parties need to perform activities on the
property, an advance request with detailed descriptions of the proposed on-site activities
and duration shall be submitted to the Port for review and approval. After the Port’s
approval, the Port will notify EPA regarding the proposed activities for review and
comment.
During this reporting period, several field activities were conducted on the T-117 property. These
field activities included:
1) Port Construction Services (PCS) constructed additional asphalt berms in selected
locations along the site perimeter to limit stormwater and solids from washing onto
the site from the riverbank and Dallas Avenue. Details of the asphalt berm
construction are documented in T-117 TCRA February 2010 Monthly Progress
Report #41.
2) AECOM and Sealaska performed the quarterly NTCRA groundwater sampling in
March and June 2010, respectively.
3) AECOM collected runoff sediment solids samples from the exteriors of catch basins
CB-2, CB-3, CB-5, outside of CB-7 along Dallas Avenue and downgradient of the
outfall of CB-6. Samples collected outside CB-2, CB-3 and CB-5 were sent to the lab
and analyzed for PAHs, TPH-Dx, PCB, and dioxin and furans analyses but results
are not yet available. Samples collected outside CB-7 along Dallas Avenue and
downgradient of the CB-6 outfall pipe are currently being held for analysis and may
be analyzed based on the results of the samples collected at CB-2, CB-3 and CB-5.
4) AECOM performed 7th semiannual inspection on June 29, 2010.
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5) Per EPA’s request, a separate site visit was conducted on July 2, 2010 for a brief
review of the semiannual O&M inspection and action items identified during the June
29, 2010 site inspection. These activities have been documented in the monthly
progress reports.
•

Port security staff will provide regular patrol of the T-117 property on their normal rounds
of patrol.
Port of Seattle Police continues to perform regular (normally on a daily basis) patrols of the
T-117 property.

2.3

Institutional Controls

The following actions related to the institutional controls were presented in the TCRA O&M Plan.
Implementation of these items during the reporting period is discussed below:
•

Warning signs will be posted at conspicuous locations on the property (Figure 3) to
notify people that they are restricted from conducting any field activities that may
compromise the integrity of the interim asphalt cap. The warning signs will consist of a
description such as: “No Site Work that penetrates or in any way compromises or
modifies the asphalt pavement or other ground covers or potentially generates
contaminated runoff to the drainage systems may be performed at this Terminal without
Prior Knowledge and Consent of Port of Seattle Property Department. Please Contact
(Cameron Fletcher at 206 728-3242) for Additional Information.”
The locations of these warning signs are indicated on Figure 2. The Port Property Manager Roy
Kuroiwa is included on the signs as a point of contact for the Port. As previously noted, Roy’s
office phone number was updated on the site warning signs in February 2010.

•

The Port and EPA will provide information to the public regarding the risk associated
with remaining contamination.
Since the completion of the TCRA, the Port and EPA discussed completion of the TCRA and the
residual risk associated with the remaining contamination at a South Park community meeting
on November 14, 2006. The community was informed that residual soil contamination is capped
beneath asphalt pavement and the site fenced to prevent unauthorized access. In June 2008,
the Port informed the community regarding the bankline repair on the T-117 property and
informational pamphlets were provided to the community. No additional public meetings
regarding TCRA items have been conducted during this reporting period.

•

The Port will provide site information and a copy of this Plan to Port Maintenance, Port
Real Estate, and Port Construction Services.
The Port provided site information and a copy of the O&M Plan to Port Real Estate and PCS on
January 22, 2007. Since this is a vacant property, PCS provides maintenance as required. No
changes have been made during this reporting period.

•

Any activities disturbing the subsurface soils and/or groundwater at the T-117 property
during the O&M period will be restricted and managed by the Port. Such activities
include, but may not be limited to, soil borings, monitoring well drilling, trenching, etc.
No field activities involving the disturbance of subsurface soils at the property were performed
during this reporting period. The field activities conducted during this reporting period included:
1) Installation of additional berm along part of the perimeter of the property in February 2010 for
stormwater runoff sediment control; 2) sampling of the sediments downgradient of the CB-6
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outfall; and 3) groundwater sampling at the on-site monitoring wells in March and June, as part
of the interim groundwater monitoring for the NTCRA at T-117. Purge water and decon water
from the interim groundwater monitoring events were collected and stored in drums and
temporarily stored on site.
•

In the event that additional environmental site investigation or utility-related work may be
performed prior to the non time-critical removal action, the Port will submit details of the
proposed investigation activities to EPA for review and approval before conducting such
activities.
All the proposed investigation activities have been and will be submitted and reviewed by EPA
prior to conducting the activities. No related activities have been conducted during this reporting
period.

•

No groundwater will be pumped from the monitoring wells without proper handling and
disposal as described in Waste Management section of this Plan.
Groundwater was removed from the monitoring wells at T-117 during the quarterly groundwater
monitoring activities in March and June, respectively. The purge water from the groundwater
sampling was collected and stored in 55-gallon steel drums with proper labeling of the contents
inside the drums.

•

The Port Property Manager will provide special notice to the South Building tenant
regarding any site health and safety concern.
The T-117 property and its buildings have been vacated since February 28, 2007. This
requirement is not applicable for this reporting period.
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Operations and Maintenance Implementation and Inspection

In accordance with the O&M Plan, AECOM conducted the 7th semiannual O&M site inspection on June 29,
2010, to monitor the integrity of the interim cap, stormwater system and security of the site. A copy of the site
inspection log identifying the inspection findings and action items is provided in Appendix A. Photographs of
the inspection are included in the June 29, 2010 inspection log. Figure 3 shows the approximate locations
where the photographs were taken. The Port will schedule follow-up maintenance activities to address the
action items listed in the inspection log and Section 7 of this report. The completed maintenance activities will
be documented in the TCRA O&M Monthly Progress Reports and submitted to EPA.
The inspection observations are summarized below and organized by the respective sections of the T-117
TCRA O&M Plan.

3.1

Perimeter Security Fencing and On-Site Buildings
•

Inspect conditions of the chain link fence and gates. Gates shall remain locked when no
authorized personnel are on the property. Report and correct any fence damage.
During the follow-up O&M for the 5th semiannual inspection, a small section of the top rail of the
chain link fence north of the North Building was repaired in September 2009. The fence and
chain link gates were in good conditions during the June 29, 2010 semiannual inspection.

•

Check conditions of the warning signage on the property. Replace or repair the warning
signs as needed.
The warning signs were in good condition during the inspection. No replacement or repair of
signs is needed. Photos taken during the June 29, 2010 inspection showed the condition of the
warning signs at the South gate (Appendix A).

•

Observe conditions of the unoccupied North Building for any visible signs of
trespassing. Report any break-ins to the building to the Port security staff and local
police department.
During the June 29, 2010 inspection, the unoccupied North and South Buildings were inspected
from outside of the buildings and no visible signs of trespassing were noticed.

3.2

Stormwater System
•

Observe any pooling of stormwater within the T-117 property, especially in the catch
basin areas. Pooling may be an indication of clogging in the stormwater system or catch
basin inserts may be near holding capacity.
BasinGuard sediment control devices were installed in December 2008 during the 4th
semiannual reporting period at CB-3, CB-4 and CB-5 to enhance the site sediments control.
During site inspections conducted in 2009, ponding in CB-3 and CB-5 was observed and it
determined that the ponding was attributed to the BasinGuard’s susceptibility to clogging. The
filter fabric of the BasinGuard appeared to be too fine which resulted in clogging by the
accumulated sediments built up. During the follow-up O&M for the 6th semiannual inspection,
the BasinGuard installed at CB-3, CB-4 and CB-5 were removed. To provide additional
sediment control, the original hay bales were enhanced by installing additional hay bales
immediately next to the original hay bales. Based on the site inspections, the enhanced hay
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bales appeared to be effectively preventing sediments from entering the catch basins while
allowing stormwater runoff drained to the catch basins. No ponding has been observed at the
site since the removal of BasinGuard.
In a continued effort to evaluate the best sediment control technologies for the site, the Port will
install a different sediment control product (i.e., Sediment Cage®) at CB-2 and evaluate its
effectiveness at preventing sediments from entering this catch basin during the upcoming
reporting period. The Sediment Cage is being evaluated as an alternative to hay bales primarily
because they are easy to install and maintain, and do not break down like hay bales do. It will
also reduce the risk of any unknown chemical compositions that may exist in the hale bales.
•

Above-normal storm events may occur when the stormwater runoff flow rate exceeds
storm sewer design flow rate, which can cause temporary pooling at the site. A separate
follow-up site visit will be conducted to inspect the drainage conditions and precipitation
data will also be reviewed to ensure the site drainage is fully functional.
On March 29, 2010, after the additional asphalt berms around the perimeter of the site were
installed, 0.92” of rainfall fell on the Seattle area matching a previously set rainfall record for that
day. AECOM visited the site on this day to observe the performance of the new asphalt berms
and the hay bales sediment control enhancement. While temporary ponding at the site was
observed at the site catch basins due to the high runoff flow rate, the catch basins were draining
the temporarily ponded stormwater rapidly and the asphalt berms were functioning as intended.
Findings of this site visit were documented in the March 2010 monthly progress report.

•

Inspect all on-site catch basin filter fabric inserts for accumulated sediments. Replace the
catch basin inserts as needed based on manufacturer’s recommendations.
During the semiannual O&M follow-up activities in December 2009, PCS cleaned the inside of
all the on-site catch basins by vacuuming and rinsing out the catch basins. During the same
O&M in December 2009, PCS replaced all the filter socks and hay bales at CB-1 through CB-5.
In the June 29, 2010 inspection, no sediments were found in the filter socks at CB-1 through CB5. Since the catch basin filter socks were still in good conditions, they will not be replaced at this
time.

•

Check for any evidence of stormwater runon from upgradient sources (Dallas Avenue
vicinity). Report problems to Seattle Public Utilities. Routinely request and obtain
operational and monitoring data for any emergency stormwater discharges to catch
basin 5 (CB-5) from SPU’s Dallas Avenue stormwater treatment system.
Seattle Public Utilities (SPU) has been providing information and data concerning the
stormwater discharge from SPU’s Dallas Avenue stormwater treatment system to the T-117
catch basins. AECOM contacted SPU on a monthly basis and requested SPU to send
stormwater discharge data to AECOM for record keeping and reporting purposes.
In May 2010, water was observed streaming from the CB-6 discharge pipe onto the site. CB-6
has been used by SPU to discharge any stormwater that exceeded their storage capacity in a
stormwater storage facility adjacent to T-117. Since the discharge was not expected to occur
during the dry season, the Port informed SPU of the discharge on the same day it was
observed. SPU investigated and found a discharge valve leading from the tanks had been
partially left open. SPU closed the valve and no further evidence of stormwater runon from
upgradient sources has been observed. This inadvertent discharge was documented in the May
monthly progress report and in SPU’s May 2010 Discharge Monitoring Report (DMR). Aside
from the inadvertent discharge of water from the Dallas Avenue tanks to T-117 that was
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discovered in May, no other discharges from the tanks to the river were reported during the 7th
semiannual reporting period.

3.3

Erosion and Sediment Controls
•

Inspect T-117 upland area for any signs of erosion along the riverbank. If erosion occurs,
determine the cause(s) of the erosion. The Port will propose remedies for correcting the
erosion and the proposal will be submitted to EPA for review and approval.
The bank area inspection is a part of the routine items during AECOM’s site inspections. A
small surface crack was observed along the riverbank during the June 29, 2010 inspection. The
surface crack will be monitored to evaluate whether or not it is growing to see if any actions need
to be taken. The bank area will be inspected during the routine and additional site inspections.

•

Inspect the silt fence along the riverbank for any sagging or ripped conditions or soil and
debris accumulated on the fence surface. Repair the silt fence during the site visit and
determine/correct the source of any accumulated materials. If the damage requires more
extensive repair, the repair work will be performed as soon as practicable. Disposal of
removed accumulated material should comply with the provisions of Section 6.0 of the
O&M Plan.
The silt fence was in good condition during the June 29, 2010 inspection. The vegetation
growing over and in front of the silt fence will be trimmed back during the semiannual follow-up
maintenance activities.

3.4

Asphalt Cap
•

Inspect the pavement surface for any significant damage, including settlement of new
pavement, discontinuities at the interfaces with old pavements, and ponding that may
limit the asphalt cap’s ability to serve as a barrier to direct contact.
No significant damage on the pavement surface was observed during the June 2010 inspection.
The pavement appeared to be in good condition with no settlement or discontinuities at the
interfaces of the new and old pavements. No ponding was observed on the property during the
June 2010 inspection.
During the June 2010 semiannual inspection, a few spots of weeds were observed on the
surface cracks of the asphalt cap. Some of these spots had been previously sealed with asphalt
sealer in December 2009, as part of the 6th semiannual O&M follow-up activities. The weeds will
be trimmed down to the asphalt surface in the 7th semiannual follow-up O&M.

•

Retain qualified asphalt paving company to repair the pavement damages as soon as
practicable.
There have been no damages to the asphalt cap on the T-117 property. As described earlier,
minor surface cracks on the asphalt cap were sealed to prevent weeds from growing in
December 2009.

3.5

Tenant Activities
•

Observe tenant-related activities at the site and verify that they are not compromising the
performance of the TCRA structures or Institutional Controls (ICs).
The South Building tenant was vacated on February 28th, 2007. There have been no tenant
activities since February 28th, 2007.
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Verify that any tenant materials stored outdoors are not blocking drainage systems
and/or potentially contributing contaminants to the drainage systems.
There have been no tenant activities since February 28th, 2007. This item is not applicable for
this reporting period.

•

Provide warnings to tenant and on-site personnel not to consume blackberries or remove
blackberries from the T-117 property.
There have been no tenant activities since February 28th, 2007. This item is not applicable for
this reporting period. Signs have been adjusted per ecology instructions to include better
visibility from the water. The current sign locations are shown in Figure 3.

3.6

Documentation
•

The O&M activities performed on each site visit will be documented on inspection forms
(Attachment A), copies of which will be provided in the semi-annual O&M report to EPA.
The semiannual inspection was performed on June 29, 2010, and the findings were documented
on EPA-approved inspection form included in Appendix A of this semiannual report.
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4.0

Waste Management

4.1

Potential Sources of Waste Materials

The potential sources of waste materials that may be generated during the O&M period include the following:
•

Sediments contained in the stormwater runoff will be collected by the catch basin inserts
and will require disposal when the sediments accumulation reaches recommended
replacement level.
As described in Section 3.2, PCS installed new filter socks at CB-1 to CB-5 in December 2009
during the semiannual follow-up O&M activities. During the June 29, 2010 inspection, all catch
basins were inspected for sediments and all the filter socks at CB-1 to CB-5 appeared to be
clean. Due to the standing water inside the catch basin vaults, the bottom of the vaults were not
inspected during the June 2010 inspection. Additional inspection of the bottom of the catch
basins will be performed during the follow-up O&M. Water inside the vaults will be removed for
inspection of any accumulated sediments. Because the filter socks in CB-1 to CB-5 were in good
and clean conditions during the June 2010 inspection, they will not be replaced during the
follow-up O&M.

•

Debris or sediment as may be removed during maintenance of the silt fence.
No sediment buildup was observed behind the silt fence during the June 29, 2010 inspection.

•

Subsurface contaminated soil and groundwater may be generated from additional site
investigation activities, if any, conducted prior to next phase of cleanup at the T-117
property.
No site investigation activities were conducted at T-117 during this reporting period.

4.2

Handling of Waste Materials

The waste materials generated during this reporting period consist of: (1) Purge water generated during the
on-site groundwater sampling stored 55-gallon drums; and (2) Used PPE and tubing generated during the 2nd
quarter groundwater sampling event. The waste materials will be characterized and profiled for disposal.
The O&M follow-up actions will be conducted based on Section 7.0, Action Plan and Schedule. Any waste
materials generated from the follow-up actions will be managed in accordance with Section 6.2 of the O&M
Plan.
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Reporting

Reporting of the O&M activities at T-117 consists of routine reports and special reports.

5.1

Routine Reports

Routine reports are the semiannual reports and the monthly TCRA progress reports.
5.1.1

Semiannual Report

This semiannual report is a routine report which covers routine O&M activities. This 7th semiannual O&M report
covers January through June 2010. The next semiannual site inspection is scheduled for December 2010. The
8th semiannual O&M report, which covers July through December 2010, will be due in January 2011.
5.1.2

TCRA Monthly Progress Report

In addition to the semiannual report, AECOM has been submitting TCRA monthly progress reports to EPA
from November 2006 to date. The submittals of the monthly reports commenced after the TCRA field activities
were completed. The monthly reports document any post-TCRA activities that are related to the property. The
Port will continue to submit the monthly progress reports to EPA. Copies of the TCRA monthly progress
reports from this reporting period (January through June 2010) are included in Appendix D.

5.2

Special Reports

AECOM prepared three memoranda during this reporting period to document stormwater sediment control and
catch basin sampling activities at T-117. The three memoranda are listed as follows:
1) T-117 TCRA Catch Basin Solids Sampling in September 2009
2) T-117 TCRA Stormwater Sediment Control and Enhancement Plan
3) T-117 TCRA Stormwater Sediment Control and Enhancement Plan (January – March Action Items)
Copies of these memoranda are provided in Appendix F. Descriptions of each memorandum are provided in
the following paragraphs.
5.2.1

Catch Basin Solids Sampling Memo (September 2009)

This memorandum summarized the catch basin inspection and solids sampling (CB-3 and CB-5) that were
performed in September 2009. Analytical results and summary were provided in the memorandum. The final
memorandum dated December 22, 2009 was submitted to the Port.
5.2.2

Stormwater Sediment Control Enhancement Plan (December 2009)

The content of this memorandum consisted of: 1) a brief summary of storm drainage-related O&M activities
that have been performed at T-117 since the completion of TCRA field work; 2) description of the sediment
control measures that have been implemented at the site; 3) description of stormwater runoff drainage basins
and discharge; 4) major O&M activities associated with sediment control measures from November 2006 to
November 2009; 5) evaluation of possible sources of runoff sediments; and 6) proposed actions to evaluate
sources of contamination and reduce sediments into the onsite drainage system. The proposed action items
were recommended to be performed in two phases, i.e., between January – March and April – June 2010.
This memorandum was submitted to the Port on December 29, 2009.
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5.2.3

5-3

Stormwater Sediment Control Enhancement Plan (June 2010)

This memorandum presents the results and findings from January – March action items described in the
above December 2009 memorandum. Activities covered by this memo included: 1) drainage area delineation;
2) additional analyses on solids samples; 3) evaluation and recommendation of sediment control devices; and
4) proposed actions for April – June 2010 based on activities performed in January - March. This
memorandum was submitted to the Port on June 2, 2010.
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6.0

6-1

Modifications to O&M Report

This section documents all substantive EPA comments to the semiannual O&M reports since the issuance of
the 1st Semiannual O&M Report. The PRP’s responses to comments or modifications to each previously
submitted semiannual report are organized chronologically in the following paragraphs. Once a response to
comment is completed, the EPA comment will be noted as COMMENT ADDRESSED and will not carry over to
the next reporting period.

1st Semiannual O&M Report (January – June 2007)

6.1

The following EPA comments were made to the 1st Semiannual O&M Report, but were addressed in the Port’s
2nd Semiannual O&M Report, as described later. Therefore these comments are repeated under the 2nd
Semiannual O&M Report section along with the PRP’s response to comments.
1.

Organize Semiannual O&M Report to match format of O&M Plan. Provide level of
documentation by Plan section.

2.

Include T-117 O&M Site Contacts (Table 1 of O&M Plan) in each report. COMMENT
ADDRESSED

3.

EPA only needs two copies of the semiannual report. COMMENT ADDRESSED

4.

Identify calendar for regularly scheduled stormwater system observation and triggers for “high”
rainfall event observations. COMMENT ADDRESSED

5.

Document riverbank erosion observations with photographs. COMMENT ADDRESSED

6.

Document catch basin and catch basin filter conditions with photographs. COMMENT
ADDRESSED

7.

Install signs on the waterside of the site to warn personnel not to eat or remove blackberries.
COMMENT ADDRESSED

8.

Include a “Correspondence” appendix. COMMENT ADDRESSED

9.

Add a “Modification to the O&M Report” section. COMMENT ADDRESSED

10. Add an “Action Plan and Schedule” section. COMMENT ADDRESSED

6.2

2nd Semiannual O&M Report (July – December 2007)
1. Organize Semiannual O&M Report to match format of O&M Plan. Provide level of
documentation by Plan section.
This 2007 – 2nd Semiannual O&M Report and future semiannual reports will use EPA-approved 2007
– 1st Semiannual Report format. COMMENT ADDRESSED.
2. Include T-117 O&M Site Contacts (Table 1 of O&M Plan) in each report.
Table 1 is included in Appendix B of this report and will be updated as necessary in future semiannual
reports. COMMENT ADDRESSED.
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3. EPA only needs two copies of the semiannual report.
Two copies of the semiannual report will be submitted to EPA for this and future semiannual reports.
COMMENT ADDRESSED.
4. Identify calendar for regularly scheduled stormwater system observation and triggers for
“high” rainfall event observations.
ENSR has conducted non-scheduled site visits following heavy rains during the reporting period. As
described in Section 3 of this report, ENSR conducted site visits in September and December to
inspect the stormwater system and bank area of the T-117 property. The findings of the site
inspections were reported in the TCRA monthly progress reports to EPA. COMMENT ADDRESSED.
5. Document riverbank erosion observations with photographs.
The riverbank conditions have been inspected during ENSR’s scheduled semiannual site inspections
and non-scheduled site visits. Photographs of the riverbank have been taken to document the
conditions. COMMENT ADDRESSED.
6. Document catch basin and catch basin filter conditions with photographs.
ENSR has been documenting the catch basins filter fabric socks conditions with photographs and
presented in the semiannual reports submitted to EPA. Catch basins that require follow-up actions will
also be documented with photographs after the follow-up actions are completed. COMMENT
ADDRESSED.
7. Install signs on the waterside of the site to warn personnel not to eat or remove blackberries.
The warning signs will be installed as part of follow-up maintenance. COMMENT ADDRESSED.
8. Include a “Correspondence” appendix.
The “Correspondence” has been included in Appendix E of this semiannual report. The e-mail
correspondence with EPA during this reporting period is included in the appendix. COMMENT
ADDRESSED.
9. Add a “Modification to the O&M Report” section.
The “Modification to the O&M Report” section has been added as Section 6 of the semiannual report.
COMMENT ADDRESSED.
10. Add an “Action Plan and Schedule” section.
The “Action Plan and Schedule” section has been added as Section 7 of the semiannual report.
COMMENT ADDRESSED.

6.3

3rd Semiannual O&M Report (January – June 2008)
1. In the inspection logs, include photographs of the river bank sloughing area showing its initial
conditions and take photographs of the area from the same angle/vantage during the
subsequent monthly inspections. Include both sets of photographs on the same page
(top/bottom) so reviewers can compare the conditions if any changes.
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Photographs of the bank erosion area were taken based on EPA’s comments during the erosion
inspections following EPA’s comments and were included in the site inspection reports. COMMENT
ADDRESSED.

4th Semiannual O&M Report (July – December 2008)

6.4
1.

Submit hard copies of the Monthly Progress Reports to EPA
AECOM, on behalf of the Port, will submit a full set of the T-117 TCRA Monthly Progress Reports
(from October 2006 to January 2009) to EPA as part of the submittal of this 4th Semiannual Report.
AECOM will submit two copies of the monthly progress reports to EPA. COMMENT ADDRESSED.

2.

Determine a tracking system to document comments and requested modifications to each
semiannual report.
Section 6.0 Modifications to O&M Report will present each set of EPA comments and subsequent
PRP response that is made during each reporting period. Once a response to comment is completed,
the EPA comment will be noted as COMMENT ADDRESSED. The Port will adopt each comment
response, as appropriate, for subsequent semiannual reports. COMMENT ADDRESSED.

6.5

5th Semiannual O&M Report (January – June 2009)

No comments were issued by EPA on the 5th Semiannual Report.

6.6

6th Semiannual O&M Report (July – December 2009)

No comments were issued by EPA on the 6th Semiannual Report.
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7.0

7-1

Action Plan and Schedule

Action items #1 through #3 from the 6th semiannual (July – December 2009) O&M report were
completed in December 2009. Action item #4 (updating warning signs) was completed in February
2010. The completion of the action items was documented in monthly progress reports. The following
action items were identified from the June 29, 2010 site inspection and will be implemented under the
following schedule:
Item #

Action

Anticipated Completion Date

1

Trimming back vegetation on asphalt cap, around
Ecology block wall and other areas on the property.

July 31, 2010

2

Remove accumulated runoff sediment (solids) outside
hay bales at each of the catch basins.

July 31, 2010

3

Replace hay bales at all catch basins except CB-2.
Replace the hay bales at CB-2 with Sediment Cage.

July 31, 2010

4

Vacuum/sweep entire site.

July 31, 2010

5

Drain catch basins and inspect CB vault bottoms for
accumulated sediments. Sample sediments (if any) and
vacuum out all site catch basins.

July 31, 2010

6

Dispose of full drums currently being stored on-site
(coordinate Port for waste profile as needed prior to
disposal)

September 30, 2010

Monitor surface cracks on gravel fill area of river bank.

Tentatively scheduled site
inspections during wet season
(e.g., November/December) or
after major storm events occur
during the reporting period

7
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